
Partner with us today!
www.believebig.org  •  1-888-317-5850
Believe Big is a 501(c)3 non-profit charity. Your donation is tax-deductible 
and sincerely appreciated. 11350 McCormick Road, Executive Plaza I, 
Suite 100, Hunt Valley, MD 21031

Don’t let the lack of financial resources become a barrier for a patient fighting cancer.

LAST YEAR WE IMPACTED 300,000 PATIENTS & THEIR FAMILIES

Give Hope �is Year!
Family and Corporate Opportunities

Harvesting Seeds - $100,000 ($8,333 per month)
The seeds continue to encourage life, and this level can do the 
same by helping to sponsor our ongoing phases of the Mistletoe 
Clinical Trial with The Johns Hopkins University School of 
Medicine or The Believe Big Institue of Health.

Smiling at the Sun - $75,000 ($6,250 per month)
The sunflower follows the sunlight, and this level can provide 
light/hope to 180 cancer patients with a grant that provides 
Mistletoe Therapy for an entire year.

Giving Grace - $50,000 ($4,167 per month) 
The graceful petals provide beauty to the sunflower, and this 
beautiful level can finance our Patient Advocate team with 
one year of direct patient care.

Healing Partners - $25,000 ($2,083 per month) 
The leaves are responsible for photosynthesis (energy), and 
this level can bring energy to 125 patients for free resources 
and a wellness grant to gain access to care.

Growing in Love - $10,000 ($833 per month) 
Just like the stem supports the flower, this level can provide 
support through Oncology Nutrition Grants for 50 patients.

Rooted in Faith - $5,000 ($417 per month) 
A strong root system anchors the flower, and this level can 
provide art therapy and a Believe Mug to 300 pediatric/adult 
patients.

Watering for Life - $2,000 ($167 per month) 
Water is necessary to sustain the flower and help it grow, 
this level can provide mistletoes grants for 10 patients.

Planting Hope - $500 ($42 per month) 
Planting the seeds into the ground to prepare for growth,
this level can provide an inspirational Believe Mug to 33 
pediatric/adult patients. 
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CREDIT CARD DONATION

One-Time Monthly

Signature:

CVV:Exp:       /

- - -

VISA MasterCard

DiscoverAmEx

Believe Big is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit charity. Your donation is tax-deductible and sincerely appreciated.

In Honor/Memory of (optional - circle one):

Credit card (fill out box below) 

Checking account (enclose a voided check)

MONTHLY GIFT AMOUNT: (circle one)

$25      $50      $100      $250      $500

or $                        per month.

B. GIVE MONTHLY:

I am an existing monthly partner and want to 
increase my giving to $

I would like to become a monthly partner.

A. GIVE ONE TIME TODAY: (Examples of what your gift could fund)

$100 (Provides 7 patients a Believe Mug)

$250 (Helps to fund mistletoe research)

$500  (Provides 25 patients free
                resources)

$1,000 (Provides 10 baskets of hope)

$2,500 (Provides 12 wellness grants)

$5,000 (Funds a mistletoe patient
                   for one year)

PARTNER WITH US TODAY TO GIVE THE

GIFT OF HOPE

Other $_____________________
  Text ‘BELIEVE’ to 80888 to Donate

Interested in becoming a Family or Corporate Partner? See back of card.


